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applications that change user’s habits makes it extremely
difficult to get representative workloads for these important
studies. This fact is even more relevant due to the intrinsic
difficulty for many research communities to get real traces
which are usually owned and kept by big companies.
In a previous work [2], we proposed the Dynamic Web
Workload Model (DWEB). This model makes it possible to
characterize and reproduce the behavior of web users which
is usually a difficult task due to the continuous interaction
between them and the offered content. To do this, DWEB
introduced two concepts that permit to consider different
levels of user interactions. First, the user navigation concept
allows us to represent dynamic reactions of users when
they interact with web content and services. These reactions
modify the user’s response according to the content provided
by the OSN server or other parameters, as for instance,
response time or quality of service. This feature permits
to create interactive users. Second, the user roles concept
defines the different behaviors of users according to the characteristics of the visited site, their personal goals and their
active involvement. By implementing these two concepts in
our workload generator we can mimic the behavior of the
actual web users’ community.
Departing from the versatility offered by DWEB, this
paper proposes a workload model based on roles representing a variety of OSN user’s profiles. In this paper we
propose a workload model based on roles. We present three
different user’s roles which have been currently identified
in different OSN (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, MySpace,
Pinterest, Tuenti). These roles are representative of the most
common user’s profiles in these kind of networks and can
be easily identified in one degree or another in all of them.
Nevertheless, the activities that can be performed in each
role can be different according to the services offered by
each application. User’s roles define a level of abstraction
that allows us to create a flexible model which can be
adapted to any kind of OSN by modifying the activities
performed by each role.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
i) a flexible and adaptable OSN workload model based on
the main current user’s roles, ii) a generation of a dynamic
workload that accurately reproduces interactive OSN user.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 we present the roles of our model and describe
the activities of an OSN which are later used to create the
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1. Introduction
Social networking activity is a current global phenomenon that has surpassed all expectations. Statistics [1]
show that more than 70% of all internet users are now active
on social media, and experts project the number of social
network users grow 12.5% each year. But maybe the most
interesting point in this growth is the increasing presence of
social networking in business and other activities different
to leisure and entertainment, like for instance education,
research and more timidly for e-governance.
But despite its penetration and massive use, the technical
paradox in this kind of applications is the lack of tools,
workload models and testbeds for performance evaluation
and testability studies. This fact makes difficult, among
others, provisioning hardware and software resources in an
efficient and appropriate way according to the functional
use and workload previsions. As with any other web-based
application, the complexity of characterizing a wide spectrum of user’s behaviors and the continuous emergence of
1. This work has been partially supported by the Spanish Ministry
Economy and Competitiveness under grant TIN-2013-43913-R
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Figure 1. Navigational graph based on the OSN interface.

workload model. Then, the model is used to generate the
workload as Section 3 describes. Later in Section 4 we
provide a comparison of our work with the most related
works that can be found in the open literature. Finally, we
provide the main conclusions of our work and give some
ideas about our future work.

one. However, not all user’s interactions produce
an action. For instance, filling up a form may not
produce an action, while sending it does. Actions are
intrinsic to the application. Between the successive
actions of an activity usually it elapses time, which is
the latency between an action and the user’s reaction,
as a consequence of the previous ones (think time).

2. Workload modeling based on user roles

2.1. User’s roles definition

In this section we present a workload model which is
based on the concept of role implemented in DWEB. For
this, we present the typical roles identified and an example
of this model for an specific OSN. First of all, for sake of
clarity, we define the nomenclature used in this work.
•

•

•

An accurate definition of roles is important to later
develop a flexible workload model that: i) can represent
the activities done by users when they use this type of
applications, ii) permits to conduct fine grain evaluation
studies. The user roles that we propose in this paper are
representative of the current behaviors of any individual
when they participate in a OSN. Those roles are: user,
generator user, and reader user. These profiles have been
also identified in [3] after analyzing real traces from a
blogsphere. This observation is also consistent with the user
characterization presented in [4] and [5]. And finally, some
internet monitoring websites [6] and [7] provide similar
inputs about OSN user’s active participation.

Role: defines the user’s behavior while interacts with
the application. Roles define the active involvement
of users and produce a set of sequences of a activities
that can be done in parallel and/or sequentially by
each user.
Activity: is the sequence of actions performed by
the user aimed at achieve a simple goal. Examples
of activities are: uploading a file, posting a blog
or commenting a photo. Many current OSN offer
similar activities, but the way they are made can
differ in each one. This is because the sequence of
actions involved is different.
Action: each of the interactions between the user
agent and the application (OSN). They are originated
from the interrelation between user and the application’s interface. Actions can trigger the request of
a new page or the change of state of the current

•

•
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Social user: this type of users browse the OSN,
but also interact with other users and generate new
content in the OSN.
Generator user: content generator users are those
whose main purpose is to update and upload new
content to the social network and respond to other
user’s comments and messages. This is the typical

•

role for a social media manager or community manager for example.
Reader user: users which generally log in to check
the updates in the OSN. Reader user do not interact
with other users or comment any content. They only
browse the OSN.

2.2. Activities for an OSN
Although roles are quite independent from the type of
OSN, the activities of each role are not. The activities and
the actions that implement the activities are dependent of the
services offered by the OSN. For this reason and in order to
present an example model, an online social network powered
by the open source social networking engine Elgg was used.
The Elgg 1.8 version was selected with the plugins for the
most common activities which users usually undertake while
navigating OSN.

Figure 3. Navigation graph for a social user.

the amount of data of the server response. Responses with
more information usually require more time for the user to
process them. Quality of service could also affect an action
because the user may decide to stop browsing after several
unsuccessful connections to the server or due to high latency.
These factors can influence the probabilities of transition,
changing the activity of closing the session.

2.3. Linking activities to user’s roles
At this point, we took into consideration the definitions
of roles aforementioned and selected those activities which
better suit each role. Additionally, the user’s roles are finally
defined by giving probabilities to the transition between
activities
Social role model. A social user spends most of the
time browsing the social network, but eventually interacts
with other users or generates new content to share with the
rest of users.
In our model, we considered the results presented in [4]
stating that: i) 92% of the total amount of workload consist
in browsing content, ii) users tend to repeat the same activity
around 67% of the time, iii) users tend to do related activities
instead of doing unrelated ones.
The navigational graph for the social role is the result of
grouping all the activities described in the previous section.
Figure 3 represents the initial Home page and the transitions
to the different activities. For sake of clarity, the activities
not accessible from the starting page where added to the
graph but the transitions between them have been omitted.
The complete representation of transitions is presented in
Table 1. It represents the transitions between activities and
the probabilities for each transition with values represented
in percentage. These values and the ones presented in other
tables are merely an example, although they are enough
consistent with users navigations. Most of the time spent
is browsing the site and mainly repeating the same activity.
Also, changes between activities tend to occur to related
activities.
Generator role model. Content generator users only
perform activities which produce new content or modify

Figure 2. Grouping several actions into the activity upload photo

Our first step was an analysis of the OSN interface and
the possible transitions between the different pages. Here
we identified the starting point of the web site, the Home
page. It provides a timeline with the latest visible changes
occurred on the site and therefore, offers direct links to
specific content such as photos, files, posts, albums, groups
or members. Also, the OSN interface has fixed links to
each of the types of content mentioned before. This analysis
resulted in the navigational graph shown in Figure 1 where
each square node represents a single page of the OSN. This
graph shows the transitions present in each of the OSN web
pages without considering the transitions between different
types of content which are always present in every page.
This omission aims to reduce the complexity of the graph.
Although those transitions have been omitted in the figure,
they will be taken into consideration in the following steps
of the modeling process.
Using this graph we identify the activities that a user
can perform in our OSN.
As an example, Figure 2 shows how we have grouped
the different necessary actions to upload a photo to the
social network into the activity upload photo. Each square
node represents a web page while activities are represented
with circles. Besides the transitions between pages, an activity also includes actions which provide interactivity. For
instance, after each transition we can modify the user’s
response time or the length of the answer according to
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TABLE 1. P ROBABILITIES (%) OF TRANSITIONS BETWEEN ACTIVITIES FOR A SOCIAL ROLE .
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Figure 5. Navigation graph for a reader user.

with the Home page as the starting point, and the activities
from the initial node.
Table 3 represents the transitions between activities and
the probabilities for each transition with percentage values.
Every activity has a similar behavior, except for Get group
which tends to get topics, posts, photos or files of that
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Upload photo

existing one. We also consider that these users read and
answer private messages from other users as well as they
answer comments from other users on the generated content.
Figure 4 shows the navigation graph including only the
transitions from the initial node (Home) to each activity. To
reduce the complexity of the graph given the high density
of connections between nodes, the remaining transitions are
shown at Table 2 where each probability is expressed in
percentage. As this type of users do not tend to browse
content, the navigations had to be readjusted by giving more
weight to the actions that create new content rather than
those that modify existing ones. Also, we have considered
that this kind of user uses the private messages mainly to
answer other users. Therefore the activity Send message only
follows a read message first.
Reader role model. The only interaction of this type
of users with the OSN is requesting content. They do
not interact with other users nor generate new content to
contribute with the OSN growth. With this in mind, we have
selected the activities which allowed the user to browse the
site without creating new content. Figure 5 shows the graph

Upload file

Figure 4. Navigation graph for a generator user.
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TABLE 2. P ROBABILITIES (%) OF TRANSITIONS BETWEEN ACTIVITIES
FOR A GENERATOR ROLE .

specific group. Also here it can be appreciated that the user
tends to repeat the same activity.
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Figure 6. Reader user’s navigation graph implemented with LoadG.

3. Workload generation
This characterization of user’s behaviors in roles, and
the proposed model are addressed to finally generate a
representative workload for testing applications and for any
type of fine grain performance evaluation studies. To this
end, we implement a workload with interactive users using
GUERNICA and LoadG. GUERNICA [8] is a web workload generator which allows the user to define interactive
web workloads based on the concept of DWEB previously
mentioned and considering also current browsers facilities.
LoadG is a graphical configuration tool which provides a
user-friendly interface to create the navigation and workload XML files to configure GUERNICA. LoadG helps to
easily design the models by graphically adding new nodes
and interconnect nodes assigning probabilities of transitions
between them. Also, each node can be edited and the user
can add one or more actions associated with the node. In
this case, we define each activity as a node as shown in the
previous sections and each node contains the different actions necessary to achieve the goal of the activity. Once the
model is implemented, LoadG allows the user to export the
model in a XML format which GUERNICA can interpret.
At this point, the generator permits to define conditional
transitions among activities, considering, for instance, the
results of previous actions, QoS parameters or the time of
day. Figure 6 is a screenshot of the reader user’s model
implemented with LoadG. This interface offers different
colors and line thickness to distinguish between a single
transition and multiple transitions.

workloads were settled and the importance of considering
the user interactivity was pointed out. For the case of ecommerce sites, this work identified the main user transactions which supposed a workload characterization based on
user’s activities according to our nomenclature.
This user model was later extended in [10] to capture
application inter-request and data dependencies in order to
consider a certain degree of interactivity in the workload.
More recently, [11] characterized and modeled generic web
user’s navigations that include current browsers facilities
such as the use of back button or opening new tabs, and
they also represented the user dynamic interaction with the
provided contents or according to QoS parameters.
With the growing and wide penetration of social network
applications, it becomes necessary to define specifics web
workload models for them. A recent work [11] presents an
interesting survey where several approaches to characterize
OSN users are explored. They classified these attempts according to the point of view of connection, interaction, traffic
activity, mobile social behavior, and malicious behavior.
This work also focuses on the importance of understanding
user’s behavior both for Internet and Applications service
providers. Also a better knowledge of user’s behavior can
help for enhancing user experience.
The most related work to ours [3] defines the workload
for a blogspace. In this work, a similar idea to ours for
identifying user’s roles was made for the first time. They
describe profiles like ”blurker” and ”commenter” and also
distinguish between write session and read session associated to those profiles. But, this work only considers the
scope of the blogosphere which is only a specific case of
social network.
In [4], they characterize users behavior in online social
networks by collecting and analyzing data obtained from a
representative social network aggregator. While their model
relies on user activities and the transitions between them,
our work, provides a higher level of abstraction, by identifying the main user’s roles in OSN according to the major
functionalities and characteristics of these applications [12].
Other authors have focused on characterizing specific

4. Related Work
Unlike other computational workloads, web-based application ones involve people who interact and are sensitive
to the offered content. That makes it difficult to have available representative workloads for performance evaluation or
testability studies. In order to provide detailed and realistic
workloads for web-based applications, the faithful characterization of users behaviors is a fundamental pillar. One of the
earliest attempts to characterize in detail web users behavior
can be found in [9] where the intrinsic characteristics of web
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user’s actions or roles. For instance, the work presented
in [13] models the user posting behavior on social media
according to the influence of content factors but it does not
consider other user roles which are also of huge interest.
Another approach can be found in [14], where a normal OSN user’s behavior is characterized and modeled in
order to identify significant deviations aimed at detecting
anomalous or malicious activities. Authors use statistical
techniques applied to user pattern accesses, such as the
number of likes at day. This level of characterization does
not permit to easily identify user’s roles or specifics profiles.
An interesting work to assist the workload generation
process for OSN is [15]. They characterize the workload at
the level of user navigation, identifying sessions, subsessions
within a session, session durations, active and inactive times,
inter arrival time, bytes per session, and they pay also
attention to popularity. Nevertheless, some data should be
reviewed for updating the results to the current context.
Aimed at detecting user’s intentions and preferences
for efficient recommendations system design, the work presented in [16] also analyzes user behaviors in social media
systems considering temporal context. This work focuses
only on the creation of more accurate actions and recommendations, but does not consider user’s profiles
In general, pro-active users of social networks not only
focus on one type of them but they are also active members
of others. Therefore, to understand how users distribute
their activities across different sites is also of interest. In
these vein [17] investigates the relationship between user’s
patterns of two well-known social sites to better understand
this phenomenon.

to serve as back end for a future benchmark aimed, among
others, at evaluating OSN.

5. Conclusions and future work
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